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Introduction  

 

Soulric, the poetry club of St. Thomas College of Arts and Science, was launched in the academic 

year 2019 - 2020 by the department of English. 

 

Objective of the Club 

 

To provide a space for the promising poets and all the ardent lovers of poetry to gather, explore, 

express, share, and spread their love for poetry.  

 

Soulric's Origin 

 

The club came into existence when a group of like-minded faculty from the department decided to 

create a space beyond the academics for the student fraternity. As a result three clubs came into 

existence: poetry club, book club, and a theatre club with Mrs. Sreeshma becoming the Founder and 

the organizer of the poetry club. 

 

In the month of September, a circular informing the launch of the clubs were sent across the college. 

Invitations were sent out to the passionate and interested students to join the venture. The dusk of 

September brought with it the dawn of the poetry club.  

 

With the growing presence of highly passionate and equally motivated budding poets of the college, 

the club had finally come into being.  

 

The Captains of the Club 

 

The club initially started functioning through the maneuvering of the Founder and the Coordinator of 

Soulric, Mrs. E. G. Sreeshma, Assistant Professor in English. Few meetings with the club members 

(students) were held in her presence. In order to keep up with the development of the age and also to 

make the most of the technology, a whatsapp group named "The Bards" was created. "The Bards" 

proved highly functional where passing of information was concerned.  

 

In time, the club welcomed two new faculty Associates to the team: Ms. Ramya and Mr. Premnath. It 

must be said that the presence of the professors had indeed added vigour to the club. The club is 

currently held together by these three quintessential faculties of the department. 

 

The Story Behind the Name "Soulric"  

 

Initially, the club was simply known as the poetry club. Meanwhile, the Captains had pondered their 

head over the right name to baptize their club. In the end, around the first week of February, through 

the marvelous suggestion of Ms. Ramya, we arrived at the name Soulric, as in Soul + lyric. Since 

then, the club was started to be known as "Soulric".  

 

Student Members 

 

The club contains students from the various departments of the college. As expected, only the students 

who write in English or are interested in English poetry have been admitted.  



 

Meetings 

 

Club gatherings and meetings are conducted on a regular basis at the college premises after 1.10 pm. 

The meetings proved to be productive as it helped in bringing out the hidden writers in students. And 

some of such gatherings turned out to be extremely satisfying and inspiring. During one such meeting 

held at F. 01, the student members were given a task; they were asked to write a poem on the spot 

based on a given theme. The theme given by the coordinator was "Water". To the astonishment of the 

coordinator and the associates, the students came out with brilliant poems, that too, at such a short 

notice. Some of the poems are as follows:  

 

Ocean's deep 

 

By R Sherine (III Bsc Psychology) 

 

Under the oceans 

 

Where belongs my dreams wandering like stars as fishes 

Where my soul is confined within a shell as pearl 

 

Deep down the waters 

With a mysterious silence. 

 

*********************************** 

Ocean   

 

By Bhuvaneshwari (III BSc Psychology) 

 

One day, I wanna be there 

In the middle of you 

And I’ll be well aware 

The vividity of blue. 

 

I know when I’m there 

There is nowhere to hide 

Breathe, No, 

Drowning is all about. 

 

 

Soulric Carousel 2020 

 

Soulric Carousel was an inter-departmental poetry fest organized by Soulric on 27th and 28th of 

February 2020.  

  

Soulric Carousel, a name suggested by the Coordinator Mrs. Sreeshma, contains the true spirit of the 

Fest. The word Carousel has got several connotations. Two of the meanings are merry-go-round ride 

and tournament. When you are on such a merry-go-round ride, you tend to experience a variety of 



perspectives. And interestingly, the perspectives change according to the people taking the ride. 

Similarly, Soulric Carousel intends to be a fun filled poetry tournament and an experience rich ride for 

the students.  

 

We had a goal of carrying the art of poetry and spreading its love through all the nooks and corners. 

Our competitions and the outpouring response we had from the students, stand testimony to our goal.  

 

Around 15 competitions were conducted for the students across the departments, for both Shift 1 and 

Shift 2 at the rooms G. 21 and G. 22. The competitions were as follows: Think Within the Box, 

Couplet Collage, Poetry Interpretation, Recite the Picture, Rhyme a Rhyme, Cook a Tale, Poetryzap, 

Pen a Theme, Picture the Rhyme, Perform Your Poem, Haiku Jam, Pick a Title, Translate the Tamil 

Song, Poetry Quiz, and Finish the Unfinished. The teaching faculty of the English Department, both 

from Shift 1 and Shift 2, graced the occasion by being the judges of the events.  

 

The formal ceremony of the Soulric Carousel was held in the morning of 28th February at AV ROOM 

in the presence of our Principal, staff and students of the Department of English, and the club 

members. On the other hand, Mr. Chakkaravarthy Gurusami, our Chief Guest, an ad film-maker by 

profession and a poet through his passion, illuminated the occasion by his witty observations and 

inspiring talk.  

 

Considering it as our maiden attempt, by having planned and conducted it only in a matter of 2 weeks, 

and moreover, with almost over 300 to 400 students actively taken part in our two day fest, the 

Soulric Carousel proved to be a great success.  

 

 The Future of Soulric Carousel  

 

We have it in our interests to make it a yearly fest, and also possibly make it an intercollegiate event 

in the upcoming year. In order to incorporate the interests of our own students, one day could be made 

into an inter-departmental event while the other could become an intercollegiate fest.  

 

Conclusion  

 

The Soulric Poetry Club had a gradual yet a steady start. Since its inception, the club has been 

growing both in number and recognition. As Emily Dickenson had said, “one step at a time is all it 

takes to get you there”. A destination would require a journey, and we are on it. With a step at a time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 



 
 

Caught during one of our regular sessions-- Dayavarshini of I EM sharing her recently composed 

poem. 

 

 

 



 

 A poem by one our member 
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Soulric Carousel 2020 -A Report 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Soulric Carousel 2020 was an inter-departmental poetry fest organized by the Soulric Poetry club. It 

took place on 27th and 28th of February 2020 at the college premises. About 15 events and 

competitions related to poetry were conducted for students across the college, for both Shift 1 and 

Shift 2. A formal ceremony, on the other hand, was conducted at the Audio Visual Room on 

28.02.2020. As the club was started only in the middle of this academic year, it could be said that it 

was the club’s maiden attempt at conducting an event of any magnitude. 

 

About the Competitions 

 

The competitions, judged by the teaching faculty of the Department of English (Shift I and Shift II), 

took place on 27.02.2020 and 28.02.2020 at G.21 and G.22 between 9.00 am and 2.00 pm. These 

competitions not only provided an opportunity for the students to realize their talents in writing, but 

had also brought them closer to the field of poetry. The motto of the event was to bring poetry to 

all. There is this invisible wall that exists between poetry and the common folk. What the club merely 

did was to create competitions that could embrace the interests of all kinds of students. And, hence, 

break that invisible wall. Our list of competitions and the response we received from the student 

fraternity stand testimony to our motto.  

 

The Details of the Events, the Judges and the Winners 

 

Day 1 (27.02.2020) Venue: G. 21 / G. 22 

 

1. Think Within the Box - 9.00 am (Solo)  

(A box (on paper) of any size would be given. The participants should try to use their 

imagination to fill in the given box with their own poem. There would be no theme barrier in 

this case.) 

 

Judge: Ms. Jael Monika  

Winners:  

1st- Miraclin Ruth R H (III BCA B) 

2nd- R Selvakumar (II BCom A) 

3rd- Pa. Adhavan (I BA English) 

 

2. Couplet Collage - 9.45 am (group)  
(Participants should cut & paste words from newspapers/magazines to form a couplet -two 

line rhyming poem- with a title. Based on the theme provided).  

 

Judge: Mrs. Cilvy 

Winners:  

1st- John Moses, Sam Sundar, Sankey Samuel X (II BA English) 

2nd- Hariharan, P.R. Yashwanth, S.Lokesh (BCom) 

3rd- R.Ajees, Gangatharan. R (BCom) 

 



 

3. Poetry Interpretation - 10.20 am (solo)  
(A short poem will be given and the participants should try to guess the meaning.) 

 

Judge: Ms. Ramya 

Winners:  

1st- M Gowtham (I BCOM B)  

2nd- Puviyarasan (III Viscom) 

3rd- Mukesh (III BA English) 

 

4. Recite the Picture - 10.40 am (solo) 
(The participants should try to attempt a poem on the given picture) 

 

Judge: Mrs. Sreeshma 

Winners:  

1st- S Yogeshwararaj (II BSc Viscom) 

2nd- R Sherine (III BSc Psychology) 

3rd- P Mahalakshmi (III BA English) 

 

5. Rhyme - a- Rhyme - 11.15 am (solo) 
(1st line of a poem will be given. The participants should create the 2nd line that rhymes with 

the 1st line) 

 

Judge: Mrs. Sreeshma 

Winners:  

1st- Sharon Varkey (III BSc Psychology) 

2nd- Dayavarshini (I MSc EM) 

3rd- B Karan (I BA English) 

 

6. Cook a Tale - 11.35 am (group) 
(The participants will be given a poem. They will have to write a story based on the poem, its 

characters, the situation or the like. Students are free to use their imagination) 

 

Judge: Mrs. K. Kumari 

Winners:  

1st- P Mahalakshmi (II BA English), DilipKumar A V (I BSc Psycology) 

2nd- John Moses, Sankey Samuel X, Sam Sundar S J (II BA English) 

3rd- Meraclin Enslata , K Jyothsna (II BA English) 

 

7. Poetryzap - 12.00 pm (group) 
(The participants should act a poem of their choice. It could be a regular play or a mime with 

an English narration) 

 

Judge:  Mr. Ashok Kannan 

Winners:  

1st- N Mohamed Ikram, D Loganathan, M Kalidass (I BCom A - Shift II) 

2nd- John Moses, Sankey Samuel X, Sam Sundar S J (II BA English) 

3rd- Rubavathy S, Madhumitha K, Shruthi S (II BSc Psychology) 

 



8. Pen a Theme - 1.00 pm (solo) 
(A theme will be given and the participants should write a poem based on that) 

 

Judge: Ms. Jennifer (Shift II)  

Winners:  

1st- Dilip Kumar A V (I BSc Psychology) 

2nd- Madhumitha K (II BSc Psychology) 

3rd- Pooja S (III BCA B) 

 

Day 2 (28.02.2020) Venue: G. 21 / G. 22/*AV Room 

 

 

1. Picture the Rhyme - 8.50 am (solo) 
(Participants should draw or paint a picture of the given rhyme) 

 

             Judge: Mrs. Veena 

Winners:  

1st- Dhanraj K (I BSc Maths) 

2nd- Aruna A (II BCom A) 

3rd- Sanjay Joshi S (III BSc Viscom), Sarveshwaran Kumaran (I MSc Viscom) 

 

2. *Perform Your Poem - 9.45 am (solo) 
(The participants should read, recite, or verbally perform their own poem.) 

 

Judge: Mr. Chakravarthi Gurusami (the Chief Guest)  

Winner:  

1st- Dayavarshini (I MSc EM) 

 

3. Haiku Jam- 12. 00 pm (solo) 
(Participants should try to fill in the missing line of a 3-line poem given to them)  

 

Judge: Ms. Ruby 

Winners:  

1st- Mekna S (III BA English) 

2nd- Dilip Kumar A V (I BSc Psychology) 

3rd- Joseph Daniel (III BSc Psychology) 

 

4. Pick a Title - 12.30 pm (solo) 
(A poem will be given to which the participants should give a suitable title) 

 

Judge: Mrs. Nisha Daphne 

Winners:  

1st- Venkatesh B (I BSc Psychology) 

2nd- Dharani S (I BCom B) 

3rd- Sherine R (III BSc Psychology) 

 

5. Translate the Tamil Song - 12.40 pm (solo) 
(A Tamil song will be played and the participants can attempt translating it into simple 

English)  



 

Judge: Mr. Premnath  

Winners:  

1st- Venkatesan R (I BCom B) 

2nd- Dayavarshini (I MSc EM) 

3rd- Sherine R (III BSc Psychology) 

 

6. Poetry Quiz - 1.00 pm (group) 
(Based on poems and poets)  

 

Judge: Ms. Ramya 

Winners:  

1st- Dilip Kumar A V (I BSc Psychology), Arnold Abishek A (I BA English),  

Madhumitha K (II BSc Psychology) 

2nd- Ajay S, Naveen Kumar R, Aravind V (Shift II) 

3rd- Rohini R, Dharini S (I BCom B) 

 

7. Finish the Unfinished - 1.20 pm (solo) 
(The first part of the poem will be given. The participants should write the missing 2nd half) 

 

Judge: Mrs. Sreeshma  

Winners:  

1st- Sharon Varkey (III BSc Psychology) 

2nd- Bhuvaneshwari (III BSc Psychology) 

3rd- Dayavarshini (I MSc EM), Joseph Daniel J (III BSc Psychology) 

 

Based on the results, Dilip Kumar A V of I BSc Psychology, was selected as the overall winner, and 

the prize was given during the College Day Celebrations on 05.03.2020. 

 

About the Formal Ceremony 

 

The formal ceremony of the Soulric Carousel 2020 was held in the morning of 28
th

 February 2020 

at the Audio Visual Room in the presence of the Chief Guest, Mr. Chakkaravarthy Gurusami, a 

poet and an ad film-maker, Mr. Thangavel, the Principal, Mrs. Anija Rani, the head of the 

Department of English, Mrs. E.G. Sreeshma, the Coordinator of Soulric, the Staff Associates, club 

members, and the staff and the students of the Department of English.  

 

The Program Schedule  

 

Tamizh Thai Vazhthu (by the Students of English Department) 

College Prayer (by R. Bhuvaneshwari, club member) 

Welcome Speech (Sarveshwaran Kumaran, club member) 

Presidential Address (by Dr. Thangavel, the Principal) 

Introduction of the Chief Guest (by R.Sherine, member) 

Keynote Address (Mr. Chakkravarthi Gurusami, the Chief Guest) 

Vote of Thanks (by R. Bhuvaneshwari, club member) 

National Anthem (by the Students of English Department) 

 



Followed by the formal event, Perform Your Poem - the major attraction the Soulric Carousel- took 

place before the Chief Guest at the AV Room. While some students performed the best of their 

poems, the platform had also given birth to new poets. This session was in turn followed by          

Mrs. Sreeshma, the coordinator, addressing the gathering with her thoughts and opinions on the 

events.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The Soulric Carousel 2020 proved to be a massive success among the students. All though there had 

been a space and a time constraint, the feedback given by the students prove that the event was first of 

the kind to have happened in the college and that they are eagerly looking forward to similar ones in 

the future. This victory was possible only through the effort put by the club coordinator, the staff 

associates, and the student members. To quote Mahatma Gandhi, “Satisfaction lies in the effort, not in 

the attainment, full effort is full victory.” 
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Invitation 



 

 
Rangoli by Students 



          
 

          Banner at the Entrance 

 

 



 
From left: Mrs. Anija Rani, the Head; Mr. Chakkravarthi Gurusami, the Chief Guest; Dr. 

Thangavel, the Principal; and Mrs. Sreeshma, the Coordinator.  

 

 

                   
                  The Chief Guest addressing the gathering 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
Participants working on Couplet Collage 

 

 

 
 

A participant on “Picture the Rhyme” 

 



 

 
 

Shot while “Performing Your Poem”  

 

 
While “Translate the Tamil Song” 



 
Participants at “Pen a Poem” 

 

 
 

With the young pillars of the Soulric. 
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